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Everybody gets so much information all day long
that they lose their common sense

  —Gertrude Stein
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1

No one disturbed them at the lookout—the nods didn’t man-
icure so far afield. Their favorite perch was overgrown, wild with 
vines, stinky with ragwort. Spying, they crouched on principle, 
inviting muscle strain, wanting to feel their calves ache.

“Mega,” Parish chanted, upping the enhancers’ magnifica-
tion. 

“Ultra mega,” Luce agreed because even the reg-view of that 
all-wired, sleepless place mesmerized. Night and day The Valley 
teased and twinkled through a brown haze.

Parish believed only ancients who couldn’t keep pace disliked 
The Valley; Luce felt less sure. Plenty of Retreat residents gauged 
younger than 30 cycles—nods, transfers, even her Dream Lab 
supervisor. Parish’s theory might explain why the majority fled, 
but there were other reasons to exit—had to be.

“Your turn.”
Pressing too hard against the enhancers’ eye slots, attempting 

a closer close-in of The Valley and its gridwork, Parish had dented 
her face, creased her cheeks. All Recovereds yearned for locational 
specifics, the precise coordinates of where they were found when 
finally they were. Most of their kind arrived with lacerations, 
pneumonia, birth addictions; Parish came stenciled, the word 
“Paris” looping from wrist to elbow. A name too fraught, too sug-
gestive of disruption, according to the kinder nods who added the 
“h,” transforming a moniker of chaos into a community comfort 
tag. Parish loathed the extra letter that made her ID sound like 
a nod’s shush. But at least Parish started with a name, knew her 
pick-up coordinates—Luce envied those certainties, craved them. 
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On her own finder chart, N/A substituted for every locator fact.
She adjusted the scope, tilting Valley-ward until Parish 

yanked her sleeve.
“Do me a favor. Describe THIS enhanced.”
A huge hand lifted a hunk of hair, exposed a patch of glossy 

bald. With or without the enhancers, that sleek looked awesome.
“When did you do it?”
“Last night.”
“How does it. . .”
“Feel? Altered—but nice. Want to touch it?”
The hairless strip had prickly edges.
“And the nods? What did they voice?”
“What can they voice—even if they notice?” Parish grinned. 

“Hair isn’t a rule.”
Still, the shave-off was bold. Mega bold. 
“I don’t intend to be a sleeper for life. Won’t be,” Parish had 

insisted as far back as kinder ward.
Who could imagine being anything or anywhere “for life”? 

The very phrase threatened, promised, surplus—a Retreat ver-
boten.

Their vibra-belts simultaneously jiggled: Assembly alert. 
By Founder decree, all Retreat residents, new or veteran, had to 
wear waist prompts. Old-style timers—clock faces—begot stress, 
needlessly complicating the process of rest and revival. Bylaw 
number five. 

“Snot!” Parish cursed.
In the late afternoon sun, The Valley’s smog bank shone 

almost golden, impossible to resist, difficult to leave.
They fell in among a line of residents funneling back toward 

East Gate, skirting clipped lichen and panic grass, blackberry 
vines and hemlock, meditation benches, reflecting ponds, white, 
eyeless statuary. Fans of the Cistercians, The Founders modeled 
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The Retreat on an abbey sketch resurrected via PRIME. A few 
residents called the cafeteria the frater, the dorms, dorters, but 
Severe Sleep Deficit (SSD), a more recent plague, lacked monastic 
equivalent. Everyone called the sleep labs sleep labs.

The gray-robed nod on greeter duty handed out chew sticks 
of Shut-Down, shivered on their behalf. 

“Time to switch to wool, girls,” she encouraged, glancing at 
their brown, baggy, cotton pulls—equally brown and baggy in 
wool. They’d be encouraged to switch shoes too: from straw to 
leather slip-ons.

Inside the compound, winter, summer, all days and nights in 
between, the temperature never varied. 78 (old style) drowse-in-
ducing degrees, The Founders’ preference. 

“Like we need warmer in this joint,” Parish complained, 
sounding like Connie, tucked and snug in Deprivation, sup-
posedly already asleep and dreaming. An important qualifier: 
supposedly. With Connie, you couldn’t presume total obedience. 
In any situation. Ever.

From the shadows, a monitor nod stepped forward, pushed 
downward on air with both hands, finger-tapped her lips. 

They slowed their gait, ceased conversation. Speed walking 
counted as a minor infraction, yelling a far worse pre- or post-As-
sembly offence. Yelling startled residents, awake or asleep. Yelling 
derailed dreams. 

The Assembly Hall’s nave and transepts, clerestories, mul-
lions and lancet arches drew attention God-ward in the Cister-
cians’ case, PRIME recorded. But those same architectural features 
served The Founders’ purpose too, the bylaws revealed. Staring 
upward, straining upward, eyes eventually grew tired, longed 
to close, did.

She and Parish disposed of their Shut-Down, selected over-
stuffed chairs side by side, settled in. Other residents chose re-
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cliners or cushioned rockers, but Recovereds, as a rule, avoided 
rockers, tempted by the impulse to pump. 

Ahead and behind, snack nods stooped to listen to whispered 
requests. 

“And for you, dear?”
“Nothing. Gratitude.”
Mint tea, hot milk, therma-wraps, cuddle toys, rock rose sniff-

ers. From experience, Luce knew none of those would lure her to 
immediate dream. It was too early. She wasn’t sleepy. Beyond the 
clerestory, the sky remained blue, fluffy with clouds. Less-than-
sleepy Transfers and new recruits were allowed—max—a single 
glass of brandy at Assembly. Excess interfered with the chem-
ical-out process. In tandem with their ABCs, Recovereds were 
taught that too much alcohol, like too many downers, disrupted 
and endangered REM. In The Valley, citizens who boozed and 
popped to ensure a good night’s sleep found themselves wide 
awake and dry-mouthed mid-nocturnal, robbed of the very thing 
they most craved.

—Or so The Founders claimed.
“But notice,” Parish pointed out. “Lots of Transfers transfer 

back, as soon as they stock up on Z’s.”
Luce had noticed. So how awful could The Valley actually be?
A nod further dimmed the lights. To Luce’s right, a Recov-

ered with a milk mustache curled into a ball, sucked her thumb. 
On her left, Parish craned toward the door, stroking her secret. 

A few bald or near-bald new recruits darted in just prior to 
final latch, required, as part of their orientation regimen, to at-
tend Assembly. They spent the rest of their hours camped out at 
E-screens, consuming whatever Automatic spit forth, interfacing 
with Founder-modified PRIME. The weaning process was lengthy, 
convoluted, Founder logs insisted, and the nods agreed. Adjust-
ment took time, couldn’t be rushed, moderation/self-regulation 
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the ultimate goal. “We are not anti-information,” emphasized The 
Retreat’s mission statement. “We are anti-glut.”

But for herself, Parish, Connie—for all Recovereds, “glut” 
was less than likely. Since rescue, they’d been rigorously shielded 
from overload and burnout. In 14+ cycles, Luce hadn’t once felt 
truly exhausted.

The evening’s moderator carefully wheeled Founder Phineas, 
the last of the original Founders, toward the podium and parked 
him alongside. The skin on his face and hands looked as grooved 
as tree bark. With assistance, he finger-drew a line across his 
chest—The Founders’ secret signal, back in The Valley. The nods 
said the evenness of the swipe translated no upset/no frenzy/
bliss. To Luce, it looked feeble, like Founder Phineas himself.

As a mock, Parish had invented a contrary signal she dubbed 
“tribute to turbulence.” Raise hand, chop air.

The moderator closed her eyes, breathed deeply. Nods as-
sumed their sideline positions, canvassing. Whenever anyone 
drifted off, a nod crept to his or her side and escorted the sleeper 
to bed, eliminating the need to return to full consciousness. 

“Welcome,” the moderator warbled eventually, melodically. 
When Founder Phineas nodded, the Bedtime Script began.
Once upon a time The Founders lived and unhappily worked 

in The Valley. Little by little their disgruntlement grew. A core of 
five began to meet and plot a better life, far from the blip and blare 
of ceaseless stimuli, hallmarks of a sinister, wakeful age. Their goal 
was the antithesis of overdrive, a colony where the human mind 
had the leisure to sort the trivial from the crucial, the opportunity 
to heal. Assimilation. Contemplation. The opportunity to achieve 
a natural balance between intake and understanding, availability 
and comprehension.

But—where? 
Not in The Valley. So great and worthy an experiment 
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couldn’t survive in The Valley. 
Somewhere else, somewhere apart.
After The Founders laid the first cornerstone among the 

mountain’s wood fern, phlox and bleeding heart, in celebration 
they rested. Under spring stars, they experienced the sweet re-
lease of deep sleep, that great chemical replenisher, that fortifier 
of immune systems under siege. 

Stage 1, eyes close. Stage 2, lids quieten. Stage 3, muscles un-
clench. Stage 4, pulse slows, breathing slows, body temperature 
drops, blood pressure drops, dropping the sleeper into the land 
of gargantuan Delta waves, prelude to magical REM.

Without REM sleep, rats could eat like lions and die of star-
vation. 

Without REM, humans behaved like frantic boar. 
The nods grew busy. The Recovered with the milk mustache 

was carried off, still sucking her thumb. Even Parish’s eyes had 
glazed.

Luce rested her head on her arms, trying to coax surrender. 
But every time she exhaled, the hairs on her arms tickled and 
waved.

Because the moderator’s hush had stretched too long, she 
raised her head. A cassandra had wandered in. As the walker 
blindly steered toward the podium, her wrists wobbled. She 
pursed and un-pursed her lips. The recording scribe who trailed 
behind motioned to a nod to activate the floor recorders—a pre-
caution to offset human error.

In The Valley, walkers were drugged with diazepam, reg-
ulated and restrained, the nods reported. But at The Retreat, 
cassandras were revered as mobile dreamers, always afforded 
the right of way and right of speech. In accordance with proto-
col, the moderator had fallen silent because nothing rivaled the 
importance of a cassandra utterance, should a cassandra choose 
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to speak. 
Kinder nods spent hours reassuring Recovereds that cassan-

dras weren’t ghosts, that they meant no harm, shouldn’t be feared. 
But for Luce, a single hallway encounter negated that benign rep. 
Pre-five-cycle Recovereds weren’t supposed to make a flusher trip 
unattended, but one night her bladder couldn’t wait for escort. 
She journeyed alone. Eyes gluey with sleep, she hadn’t noticed 
the cassandra until she bounced off her. When she screamed, the 
cassandra reached out, grabbing what would have been Luce if 
the recording scribe hadn’t shoved her, the obstruction, offside. 

The cassandra nearing the podium this evening moaned 
twice, bumped into an empty rocker, she and it briefly swaying 
in sync. After a moment’s stillness, she reversed directions and 
departed as jerkily as she’d arrived.

The moderator resumed, reciting a susurrus list of sleep facts 
and fables. A king named Louis reigned from his bed, the fictitious 
Oblomov conversed from nowhere else. In a car travelling seventy 
miles per hour, old rate, drivers dozed without mishap for twenty 
consecutive minutes, proving: sleep had a mind of its own. 

Was everyone else in dream or merely faking?
Luce stretched, scrunched, resettled, striving to concentrate 

on the moderator’s voice, its progression up and down the scales. 
She tried to extend her breathing, deepen it, but the more she tried 
to dictate, the more her lungs sent out ragged, shallow gusts, an 
ode to anti-rhythm. When the moderator’s voice unexpectedly 
fled the Assembly Hall, she surprised herself by following it, 
through the iron gates of East Gate, past the meditation benches 
and statues, into a meadow of white mustaches toward shad-
ow-black woods. To keep up, keep contact, with the voice, she had 
to hurry. Branches slashed at her knees, her ears began to ring. 
Rushing as fast as she could, she fell farther and farther behind. 
“WAIT! PLEASE WAIT!” she called, stranded in air darker than 
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a nod’s robe. “COME BACK!” she begged. And then she began 
to scream. 

“There, there,” a nod soothed. “There, there.”

2

“Farting winter,” Lieutenant Maud said, stirring a skimpy 
fire of kindling at a campsite near the eastern pass. 

Looking up toward a flank of ridge, she half expected to see 
a membrane of hoarfrost, a frozen copse of rhododendron, white 
as far as the eye could see. Instead the distant view replicated the 
near: sapped and shriveling leaves, lumps and bumps of gray 
dolomite. Autumn still horsing around, having its fun, fooling 
the natives with a pre-blizzard tease. Once started, the snow 
wouldn’t quit till spring.

“Farting winter. I can already feel it gearing up.”
“And you in perfect fall fashion,” jived Deserter Four. 
Yellow cap, red sweatshirt, orange overalls, grimy gloves and 

duster blue with painted birds—her current and future wardrobe 
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until those glad rags rotted away, requiring a Valley run. 
“Look who’s mocking.”
Four’s outfit was no less garish. Purple Zip-Alls embedded 

with thistles, a green roll-cap that, in a pinch, doubled as mask. A 
purple tool belt that dangled frayed rope, slingshots and make-
shift truncheons.

Cook, Repeat, Seven—all Deserters dressed like ragamuffins 
or some mutant form of old-style orphans, garish being a Valley 
lesson they’d failed to trash. Garish stimulated the retina, kept 
the brain awake. It also made them easy pickings on a winter 
mountain—if the PROs or any Corporate mercenary still scoped a 
bunch of failed saboteurs—a very unlikely scenario, in Lieutenant 
Maud’s opinion. Surely the PROs hunted fresher delinquents than 
a tribe of Terminateds turned Deserters fifteen long and brutal 
winters ago.

But a commander’s opinion invariably aced a lieutenant’s.
“PROs have obsessions too,” Rosa argued. “It only takes one 

PRO, on a retro kick, determined to track the remnants. . .”
And remnants the Deserters most definitely were—on that 

commander and lieutenant fully agreed. Huddled in a circle 
small enough to spit across, their never multitudinous forces 
had dwindled to a measly, bedraggled eight—scarcely worth 
the trouble of organized capture. Truly clever, as clever as their 
reputation, the PROs would sit back and cede the massacre to 
winter. Let the hellhound snow finish off what started Valley.

Red-eyed, on a jag, Repeat shuffled by, flapping his plaid 
muffler.

“‘I am well aware that we form, all together, one monster. 
But I refuse to giggle, and I refuse to be frightened.’”

“Oh goody. A crash and burn file,” Four got out before a 
coughing fit bent him double.

“‘The revolutionary is a doomed man. He has no interests of 
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his own, no affairs, no feelings, no attachments, no belongings, not 
even a name. The revolutionary is a dedicated man. Between him 
and society there exists, declared or undeclared, an unceasing and 
irreconcilable war of life and death. I am bound for the Promised 
La—aa—nd, I am bound for the Promised Land. O who will come 
and go with me? The true plot will be the most deviant.’”

“Ease off, Repeat,” Cook pleaded. “We’ve got a long night 
ahead.”

“‘Terrorism is not being conscious. Terrorism can be fun,’” 
Repeat reminded, then cupped his hands to bay at the darkening 
treetops: “‘Shall we burn down the Barrio Norte? Shall I give 
you fire?’”

No chance of that particular fantasy coming to fruition, giv-
en their puny flamer stock, Lieutenant Maud surmised. They’d 
used one flamer to start tonight’s pitiful lick of a campfire—start, 
not sustain. As soon as the kindling lit, she’d extinguished the 
igniter, saving the bulk of it for later use. They couldn’t afford 
to waste flamers on merely chilly nights. Not until supplies got 
replenished. 

“‘The white men have landed! Now we must get dressed, go 
to work. You’re on the elevator, cable snaps. What to do? Lie flat, 
distribute the impact.’”

“Re-sort, Repeat,” she demanded, losing patience.
Back in The Valley, way ahead of the curve, Repeat neé the 

stutterer Sebastian had recognized the futility of original expres-
sion, the vanity of adding to the glut of already/better said. To 
back-up that belief, he’d memorized whole databases of PRIME, 
thereafter ready with a pithy, piercing quote, skimmed from 
centuries of the tried and true, for any and every occasion. As 
Repeat, he never stuttered, only majestically declaimed. But lately 
his talent had begun to spasm; tonight he talked as circularly as 
he walked, mixing and matching files, riffing on himself and his 
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